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Email newsletters have been used by insurance agents and agencies
to connect and build relationships with their customers. It is an easy
and cost-effective way to keep your customers updated with recent
news, events, and promotional marketing campaigns.
Through newsletters, you can better establish your expertise in the
insurance business with review specific products or concepts that
help you stand out as a thought leader. Newsletters help your brand
by building trust and credibility, which is necessary for relationship
building and client retention.
Knowing how to get more subscribers to sign up for your mailing
list is essential to share your message, brand, and increase your
opportunity to convert prospects into loyal customers.
Keeping your marketing plan in mind, you will want to segment
your email lists to ensure target marketing. For this to work, it is a
good idea to have an understanding of who your audience is and
in what they are most interested. When you segment your mailing
list according to the different groups in your target audience, it is a
lot easier to provide content to your customers that will keep them
reading your newsletter and sharing their experience with others.
According to a study conducted, reportedly 66% of online consumers
made a purchase as a result of an email marketing message. Because
of the high rates of conversions email marketing newsletters are still
considered to be one of the best strategies in our industry.
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Email newsletters are also cost-effective and time-efficient in building
relationships and maintaining regular contact with your customers
and prospects. With your newsletter, you have an opportunity to
increase awareness and understanding of your agency, your products,
and your knowledge and experience in finding the right solution for
the right problem.
Newsletters can help you increase the coverage of your target
audience. By placing information about the newsletter on your
website, you can capture contact details of new prospects by asking
visitors to subscribe. Issuing newsletters by email to all of your
customers and prospects is a low-cost method of communication,
leaving more in your market budget for advertising or other
promotional activities. Keep in mind; it is important to follow the
segments from your annual marketing plan (grouping clients by age,
household size, annual income, or zip code.)
To further your mission in growing your newsletter and reaching more
prospects, the following are just a few methods in how to increase
your subscriptions to your newsletter.
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Never Refer to Your Newsletter as a Newsletter
This is probably the most common mistake made. Nobody wants to
join just a “newsletter.” Newsletters are well-known for being boring,
and most of your clients and prospects do not have time to read
them. Experience has shown when you replace “join our newsletter”
with concise points on what the newsletter will contain and why you
should join, the sign-up rate increases by as much as 3%.
Give Value, Not a Sales Pitch
Your newsletter is not your sales pitch. One of the best tactics to
build your list is to provide quality content, such as a whitepaper or
case study. Giving value to your segmented audience will increase
your member list drastically. Think of topics that affect your clients or
prospects, here are a few ideas:
•How will subsidies change in 2018?
•What should Medicare Beneficiaries look for in a Medicare
Supplement Insurance Plan?
•Life Insurance Products at Different Life Stages
By identifying problems your clients/prospects may face, you can
create content geared specifically to them and demonstrate your
ability in providing a solution. Value and substance is a great incentive
for members to sign-up for your newsletter. Most individuals always
research a particular topic or product before a purchase, by providing
them with this knowledge, you are taking a step out of the equation.
Add a Sign-Up Form to Every Page on Your Website or Pop-Up
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Messages
Visitors to your site are most likely researching you and your business.
Give them an opportunity on every page to sign-up. Keep it simple!
Ask them to join to learn more and use the call-to-action (or the
submit button) to be an affirmative “YES.” It is also important to
remind them their information will be kept private and promise not to
spam their inbox.
Another popular tactic is to have a “pop-up” message. Many
companies use this to create an immediate opportunity for the
information to be collected before the visitor has time to browse your
website. By doing this, subscribers on mailing lists have increased by
as much as 12%.
Ask Them to Join Your List
Asking them to join your list is the most simple tool you can use!
Did they like your service? Do they like reading more about benefits,
industry news, or information related to their insurance? After a
close of a sale, or after a conversation that ends with “I just want to
think about it.”; let your clients know you provide a weekly, quarterly,
or monthly email that consists of information about specific lines
of insurance, how they are beneficial to customers, worksheets for
finances, information on retirement savings tips, etc. Once you have
presented the benefits of your services, it is likely they will write down
their email address and tell you to sign them up now!
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Partner Mailing List Advertisements
There is nothing easier than a partnership to increase subscriptions. It
is an excellent opportunity to create a referral program with another
agent by adding each others contact information into newsletters.
Ask for a Forward
Ask in the body of your newsletter for clients to forward to a friend
if they find value in the message. You can also work with your email
marketing platform to make the forward option accessible by adding a
link for your clients to only enter their friend’s email address.
Social Media
As always, social media is a great way to add subscribers. In fact, social
media is a great way to share your articles, videos, and other content
in an effort to get more followers and subscribers. The “just ask”
method works well on social media too! Additionally, you may want to
run a promotion for individuals who get the most friends to join your
mailing list.
Marketing Materials
Add your newsletter sign-up link to all of your marketing materials:
business cards, brochures, pamphlets, presentations, even direct
mail marketing! Promote the benefits of the subscription and let your
customers and prospects know the value of the information you will
be providing.
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Loyalty Program Sign Up
Create a program specifically for your “VIP Customers” and let them
know they will receive a particular version of the newsletter with coupons or other incentives available. This could also be a worthwhile
program that aids in your ability to close sales.
It is About Who Not How Many
Keep in mind, you could have a million subscribers, but what good
is the number if the value is poor? The golden rule in marketing is:
“quality vs. quantity.” Many salespeople believe that if you have just
enough people, you can sell them. That is very true. However, a
good testament of a great insurance agent involves client retention.
Therefore, if your customers and prospects are not quality, you will
likely only have them for a short period. If the people on your list care
about what you have to say, it increases your ability to engage and
the possibility of them to share your information with like-minded
individuals.
Agent Pipeline offers many resources to help expand your marketing
efforts. Learn more about social media marketing and other marketing techniques by visiting www.agentpipeline.com, or you can give
us a call today at 800.962.4693.

